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AS LL PRICE
FOR THE BEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD?

T
he Comite d'aide aux refugies
(CAR) is a non-profit,
church-based organization in
Montreal whose mandate is to

work directly' with refugee claimants
through advocacy and community orga
nizing. Over the past month we have
done research, through individual inter
views and the use of questionnaires, on
the effects the new "head-tax" has had on
different refugee groups. A compilation
of the results have been sent to a group of
Toronto lawyers challenging this new
tax.

Canada's Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration has stated that the new
right of landing fee is a small price to pay
to come to the best country in the world.
In a speech given in the House of
Commons he likened the tax to the price
of a television set and stated that it will
not in any way cause hardship to any

.ividual.
The government has justified this

new landing fee by shrouding the issue
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under a veil called the loan option, the
logic being that the loan acts as a safety
net for those who are unable to pay the
landing fees. For refugees, however,

~ there seems to be a gaping hole in this
net.

Montreal groups have been told by
immigration officials that the present
rate of acceptance of applications for the
loan programme is only 30%. The loan
option is clearly contradictory. While the
government sees the loan as a safety
valve for those unable to pay, the gov
ernment, as one refugee pointed ~ut, will
only lend to those who are able to repay
the loan.

It is common knowledge among
NGOs that the repayment. rate on the
transportation loans is higher than 95%.
The Department has a positive experi
ence with this programme and people
who have benefited from it have felt a
moral obligation to repay. Why not trust
this positive experience with the "head
tax" loan programme?
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The Scream, courtesy of the Human Rights
Internet.
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The right of landing fee has caused undue hardship for many
refugees in Canada. Through our research we found that many
suffer psychological, physical, and financial hardship as a result of
the new tax. As one Rwandan refugee commented, "we are made
to pay for our own tragedy. Where is my place of tranquillity in
this world?" (CAR: 1995)

Said is an Algerian man who has been in this country for five
months. Presently on welfare and having only just received his
work pennit in the month of March, one would think him a prime
candidate for the loan. But he was refused. The letter from the
Immigration Department stated that since the applicant was unem
ployed, and since his wife in Algeria had never worked, he was
not eligible. The total cost of landing for Said, his wife, and three
children was to be $3250.00. This does not include the cost of the
plane tickets that Said's wife and children must purchase in order
to come to Canada.

Before the right of landing fee was introduced in February of
this year, Said had managed to raise $1300.00 from acquaintances
in order to pay the processing fee for his own landing and that of
his family. This fee, introduced in June of last year, is $500.00 per
adult and $100.00 per child. With the introduction of the new
head tax in February, Said was faced with the payment of an extra
$1,950.00. This means that he is now unable to bring his family to
Canada.

Said's family is having financial difficulty in his absence.
The medical tests which they underwent to qualify for

entry into Canada cost them 2000 dinars ($70.00-$80.00 CDN),
and there is no money coming in since Said's departure.

Said is depressed and longs to be reunited with his family
from whom he has been separated for eight months. He is uncer
tain of their safety in Algeria, and struggles to find work and gain
a semblance of normality in his life. Having fled persecution in his
homeland, Said has yet to find peace of mind and security. Unable
to pay the landing fees, he cannot sponsor his family who in turn
do not understand why this is all taking so long. Essentially these
fees have put Said's life on hold. While Said is expected to inte
grate into our society, practically every aspect of his life remains
uncertain: his children are asking where their father is, his wife is
asking when they will all be reunited, and Said is asking himself
when he and his family will feel secure again, and if this could be
just a bad dream.

Mirla is a single parent and mother of three children, aged
nine, ten, and thirteen. She fled her native Panama to escape polit
ical persecution. Once in Canada she thought she would be able to
start over, and that the Canadian government would allow her to
live her life in relative peace and security. Instead she finds that
"all the doors are slamming shut in front of me. I feel angry and
extremely saddened that I am not even being given an opportuni
ty to pay for the landing fees to which I am subjected".

Just like Said, Mirla also applied for a loan, and she too was
denied on the grounds that "her present source of revenue is less
than her capacity to repay the loan". Although the Immigration
Department has since extended the period within which to make
an application for residency to 180 days, at the time of her appli
cation Mirla was told to pay within 60 days.
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Given these two examples, how can Mr. Marchi claim
that no individual is being negatively affected by the

right of landing fee? Moreover, the victims of this new policy are
not only the adult refugees who are now in Canada, but their chil-
dren who are still overseas, possibly in danger, and growingu.
without a parent

Canada is a signatory to the 1951 Geneva Convention and its
1967 Protocol which are incorporated into our Immigration Act
These Conventions obligate our country. Both the processing fee
and the right of landing fee (head tax) clearly hamper the unity of
the family.

W ithin the last two years the Canadian government has
asserted its goal of reuniting families within six

months. Most refugees, however, are separated from their fami
lies for anything from one to three years, depending upon which
area of the world they are from and when they came to Canada.
The right of landing fee will further prolong the length of time for
which families are separated, since residency applications are not
processed until both the processing fee and the right of landing
fee are paid in full.

The right of landing fee and the processing fee for residency
neither "facilitate the assimilation" of refugees, nor do they
"reduce as far as possible the charges and costs of such proceed
ings", which are proposed by article 34 of' the Geneva
Convention relating to the status of refugees.

The cost of recovering the fees is likely to be almost as
exorbitant as the fees themselves. A ceiling of 110 mil

lion dollars has been set for the loan programme, to be paid back
in 2.5 years, at a rate of 9.06%. What will happen after the mone.
runs out?

Research is presently underway in Montreal to study the
effects of family separation. One woman who lost all but two
members of her family in the violence in Rwanda is now unable
to sponsor them because of the landing fees. This woman nearly
lost her own life, was robbed of her family, is contending with the
psychological trauma of her loss, and is also endeavouring to
integrate into our society. At the same time, she is being asked to
pay an exorbitant amount for her right to residency. Sergio
Marchi has stated that refugees seek Canada for protection - not
for chanty. It seems, however, that Canada is denying protection
to family members of refugees by leaving them in great peril in
their homeland, while the refugees here in Canada try to raise
enough money to buy their family's safety as well as their own.
As Canadians we do not pay for our fundamental right to protec
tion and security of person. This is simply guaranteed under the
Charter. Why must refugees then be asked to pay for the same
right?

Canada cannot make claims to a humanitarian tradition
when it restricts entry to this country based on financial means.
Sergio Marchi has stated that one must pay for living in the best
country in the world. After the imposition of these landing fees
one is compelled to ask, the best country for whom? •

Anna Pelosi is a staff member of Comite d'aide aux refugies in
Montreal.
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HARMONY WITH WALLS:
.CANADA PUSHES FOR A COMMON CANADA-U.S. ASYLUM POLICY

T
he Memorandum of Understanding (MOD) between vide such a bilateml arrangement with Canada.
Canada and the USA seems to be one of the most open It could be judged from all of the above that the new version
secrets of the year. On an official level there is a tenden- of the MOU is in line with the 1991 version, which was leaked to

cy for almost complete silence on the subject from both govern- NGO's in early 1993 (see Refugee Update no.17, pp. 1-2). Thelat-
ments; however, since President COOton's visit to Ottawa in est version is still in draft, and has been written by Canada. It is
February, much has been written and said about the MOU.The not clear how the U.S. has responded to that draft, and so far no
opportunity to speculate so openly on the implications and devel- discussions have been held with Congressional staff in the U.S.
opment of the MOU are thanks to three meetings that have taken The draft MOU contains the following:
place in the last few months. In each of these meetings the sub- 1 Guaranteed access to a full refugee determination system;
ject was considered very closely. 2. Provision for a "guaranteed venue". In cases, for instance,

First, a workshop on hannonisation took place during the where the two countries have a different standard of eligibil-
Asylum and Safe Haven Conference at the National Immigration ity of access for criminality, the country with the lower
Forum in Washington DC on May 4. A week later, a joint meet- threshold would take the claimants.
ing of the Canadian Council for Refugees and Citizenship and 3. Prohibition on the return to a Third Country in the absence of
Immigration Canada, focusing particularly on the MOU, was held a bilateml or multilateral agreement (if only one country has
in Ottawa. And most recently, a special session at the CCR bi- the agreement, the other must give permission);
annual conference in Vancouver examined the MOU in great 4. Allowance of the exchange of information on itinerary and
detail. What emerged from all of these meetings was the clear identity with some provision for confidentiality;
conclusion that it is Canada rather than the U.S. that is pushing The draft MOU is suffering from the following shortcomings:
most forcefully for a MOU. Canada submitted the first proposal 1. Refugee claimants are denied the choice of country of asy-

for an MOU in December 1991, and is now more enthusiastic lurn.
than ever to sign an agreement with the U.S. government The 2. There is no clear provision for ensuring family unification for

•
.. :ecent crackdown on "illegals" in the V.S., including the referen- n:fugee families who may be forced to leave their homecoun-

urn in California which led to the cessation of services to "ille- trIes separately and by different routes. The draft is not inclu-
gal" residents, has made the bureaucrats from the CIC very wor- sive of the "assisted relative class" as well as the family mem-
ried indeed. They fear that bers of refugee claimants.
Canada will become an As refugee advocates we
attractive alternative for should continue demanding public
"illegals" in the U.S. as they scrutiny of the MOU, in order to
find conditions there address its shortcomings. Although
increasingly restrictive. no consideration is currently under-

The D.S. also favours way to extend the deal beyond
the agreement, because U.S.-Canada, the possibility of
there is obviously some- making a deal with Mexico should
thing in it for them. not be ruled out completely. Given
President Clinton's the novelty of the deal and the lack
Executive Order of of administrative preparation on
February 7, regarded by both sides, the implementation of
many as a precursor to the the deal will not take place without
signing of the MOU, allows serious problems. There might even
immigration officials in the U.S. to conclude refugee determina- be a delay in implementation to allow the U.S. to deal with its
tion allocation agreements with other countries. This was preced- backlog. If implemented, NGOs should be ready to monitor the
ed by regulatory change in D.S. asylum procedure, which deal with a view to ensuring that refugees are not bounced from
demands that claims for asylum must be made in the country one country to another.
through which the claimant passed before arriving in the U.S.. Given the past and the present CIC practice of taking NGOs
But the procedure "requires that such returns can only take place for granted, as well as the current anti-refugee trend in our coun-

.ith countries having bilateral or multilateral arrangements with try, refugee rights groups should make sure that they will not be
the United States for doing so" (Refugee Report, No. 3, presented with a fait accompli - a signed secret agreement

Washington D.C., March 31, 1995, p.ll). The MOU would pro- between the U.S. and Canada.



AN ACT OF CRUELTY TOWARD
REFUGEES •

B Y S A M F E K A
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O
ne of the imponderables of current Canadian immi
gration policy is the requirement that refugees pro
duce valid identity documents before they can be
granted landed immigrant status. This issue was anx

iously debated at the recent annual ,meeting of the Canadian
Council for Refugees in Vancouver, and yet another resolution
was passed highlighting the "extreme emotional, psychological
and fmancial hardship" this requirement has caused to the persons
concerned and requesting remedial action from the Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration.

There is here an obvious contradiction: the affected individu
als, after a careful assessment of their stories by the Immigration
and Refugee Board, were accepted as genuine refugees. To be
processed for landing they have to "prove" to the Immigration
Department that they really are who. they told the IRB they were
by producing official identity documents. Presently, there are
about 8,000 refugees in this category.

The affected refugees are not able to produce the required
documents - birth certificates, passports, etc., because they left
their homelands in a great hurry to save their lives. It is not possi
ble for them to obtain official documents from the governments
they fear, or from their homeland where, in some cases, there is no
functioning government Many of these refugees left behind rela
tives who feel intimidated when approaching the authorities.

Refugees affected come from countries such as Somalia,
Mghanistan, Iran and Sri Lanka, which have faced ·prolonged
armed conflict and political instability. They live mostly in the
Toronto areas where their relatives also often reside. Of about
50,000 Somalis in Canada, about 30,000 reside in Toronto. The
Somali community in Toronto has, therefore, been most outspo
ken about this unjust policy, and on 30 May hundreds of Somalis
held a protest demonstration in Toronto. The Somali community
in Ottawa has also been active and is considering a legal challenge
in conjunction with the three Ottawa-area legal clinics.

A Toronto Star editorial of May 4, 1995 described the con
cerns of affected individ,uals: " ... they cannot apply for a credit
card, or qualify for pensions and training programs, or sponsor
spouses and children. In the case of some Somalis, family mem
bers have died in refugee camps waiting to come here. Where fam
ilies are intact, children may be charged stiff school and university
tuition fees at the same ~xorbitant level as foreign students."

Immigration bureaucrats insist that they are still trying to
come up with an acceptable solution. Last November the Somali
community had agreed to a proposal presented by an assistant
from the Minister's office that a certified affidavit be used by
affected refugees in place of official identity documents. More
than six months later, however, this proposal has yet to be imple-
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You need to go back to your country for your 1.0.

mented - even after a number of advocacy organizations had Wri.t-.,
ten to the Minister requesting a policy change. Instead, immigr
tion officials in hope of catching a few war criminals are consid
ering another option of allowing the affected refugees to remain
in Canada on a Minister's Pennit for five years before being given
landed status. For those five years, nearly 8,000 refugees will
remain in limbo. We do not minimise the issue of dealing with
war criminals. We point out, however, that there are other means
of dealing with this issue. For example, status already given can
be withdrawn - a means used in the past.

The refusal to grant landing to some refugees who obviously
cannot produce identity documents is cruel. Many of these
refugees have faced grave danger, including severe torture in their
homelands. And many of those directly or indirectly affected by
this policy are women and children.

On these grounds, this immigration policy seems contrary to

the intent of Article 34 of the 1951 Convention on refugees.
Under this article, Canada agreed to facilitate the speedy settle
ment (or "naturalization") of Convention refugees.

The recent CCR conference reiterated the Ministry of
Immigration's own proposed commonsense solution by way of a
resolution urging the government to allow the use of an affidavit.
In the alternative, they ought to urgently convene a joint commit-
tee with representatives from NGOs and concerned community to

suggest appropriate solutions to the issue. This makes so mu•.
sense. \

Sam Ifejika is the Coordinator of fRS-Canada
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TOP TWELVE COUNTRIES
JANUARY 1 - MARCH 1995

1995 1994 CLAIMS* WITH DRAWN** HEARING HEARING ACCEPTANCE %
RANKI'NG RANKING REJECT** ACCEPT** 1994 1995

OJ/J1 OJ/J1
1. Somalia 2 489 33 3 458 92 93
2. Sri Lanka 1 468 22 28 384 83 88
3. Iran 4 302 44 35 217 77 73
4. Algeria 250 7 14 212 58 91
5. CIS/USSR 3 237 40 60 157 46 61
6. India 5 232 54 55 122 32 53
7. Pakistan 9 155 21 31 94 48 64
8. Bungladesh 7 143 9 24 103 61 76
9. Israel 6 121 18 47 44 25 40
10. Afghanistan 108 10 6 96 89 91
11. Romania 99 11 56 28 40 29
12. China 10 97 48 44 35 38 28
Others 1492 414 479 752 46 46

TOTAL 4193 731 876 2702 57 63

* Claims heard 10 completion ** Including claims made in 1994 awaiting a decision as of Janury 1995.
Source: Immigration and Refugee Board as compiled by JRS/Canada.
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NAVIGATING THE MAZE-
APPLYING FOR A HEAD-TAX LOAN

& HEALTH COVERAGE •
B Y MAU RE EN SM T H G 0 R DON

J}
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e) length of time in receipt of social assistance and probable
length of time applicant will remain on social assistance

10 maximize their chances of being granted a loan.
Information about the loan and a loan application are now

included in the Convention Refugee Application for Permanent
Residence package provided to refugees once their claim has
been positively determined. There is a form entitled "How to
Complete the Application", which notes at the very top that the
loan applicant must provide evidence that they were unable to
negotiate a loan with a bank or credit union. It is very impor
tant to note that this requirement has been revised. According
10 Kathryn Clout and Saryta Bhatla of the Department of
Refugee Affairs, Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration
Canada, the requirement to provide a letter from a financial
institution demonstrating an inability to obtain a personal
loan is now being waived for Convention Refugees who have
been in Canada for less than three years. Those who have
been here for more than three years must still produce a letter. In
this case, it is helpful 10 provide refugees with a letter 10 bring to
the bank explaining why they are applying for a loan and
requesting that the bank provide a letter stating whether or no.
they have been granted a loan.

People assisting refugees in completing the loan application
should be aware of the criteria used for assessing the application.
First, applicants must demonstrate that they need a loan because
they do not have sufficient financial resources to cover the fee.
Present and anticipated income and expenses will be taken into
consideration to assess their need for a loan. In particular, if the
applicant will also be facing transportation costs of bringing
family members to Canada, this should be indicated on the appli
cation as it will demonstrate a greater burden on the applicant's
financial resources.

Second, the applicant's ability, or potential ability, to repay
the loan is considered. This is a more complex assessment
because it concerns a number of factors, some of which involve
"predicting the future." Although there is no standard weight
given to any of these factors, the following is a list of factors
taken into consideration:

•
a) literacy in own language and in English or French

b) level of education

c) work experience in country of origin and Canada

d) transferable skills

A GUIDE FOR REFUGEES & REFUGEE WORKERS

With the introduction of, and
changes to, various
policies and pro

grams affecting refugees
in 1995, there is a need for front line
workers to have information on how to help refugees navigate
through the current procedural maze. This article will deal main
ly with the new Right of Landing Fee Loan Option and, to a less
er degree, with the change in Ontario to health coverage under
the Federal Interim Health Program.

The Right of Landing Fee, popularly referred to as the
"Head Tax", has been in place for about 4 months now. At
$975.00 per applicant for permanent residents over 18 years of
age, this is a fonnidable sum. This is especially so for refugees
who are usually still getting oriented to their new social envi
ronment, learning one of Canada's official languages and just
beginning to look for work. For many, if not most refugees
unable 10 pay this fee (which is in addition to the processing fee
of $500.00 for adults and $125.00 for children), there is a loan
program available. The following infonnation may help refugees

•
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1) number of potential workers in loan applicant's family with
in two to three years of the application date

g) family's expected expenditure over the next three to four

eh\) :~I' ·1· th th filaml y s potentia mcome over e next ree to our years.

RRSONS
UNDER 18 YEARS OLD

MAY NOT APPLY
ASTHEYARE

UNABLE
TO SIGN A LEGALLY
BINDING CONTRACT

(I.E. A LOAN
AGREEMENT)

Based on these criteria, there are several items of infonna
tionthat should be included in the application that may help
obtaining a favourable assessment. For instance, although the
application does not ask for details about the applicant's literacy,
it would be worthwhile to indicate literacy level in English or
French, possibly by attaching a certificate from a language train-

ang course they are enrolled in. Again, though not requested on
~e application form, the applicant should provide information

about any training programs or volunteer positions, particularly
those in Canada, that will help to indicate the applicant's trans
ferable skills, potential for gaining employment (or better
employment) and thus, the likelihood of short-term reliance on
social assistance. This infonnation can be included in the
"Employment History" section of the application, or on an

attached sheet As well, although the loan application is submit
ted along with the application for permanent residence which
requests information about the refugee's educational history, it
may be useful to provide further details on the loan application
itself.

Finally, there are a few miscellaneous things to note about

the Right of Landing Fee Loan Application. First, persons under
18 years old may not apply as they are unable to sign a legally
binding contract (Le. a loan agreement). Second, if the loan is not
granted and the refugee is still unable to pay the Right of
Landing Fee, they remain protected by the principle of non
refoulement and thus cannot be returned to the country in which
they fear persecution. Finally, refugees may re-apply for a loan

if their flfst application is refused.
The transition from health coverage under the Ontario

Health Insurance Program (OHIP) to the Federal Interim Health"Ogram (FIHP) for refugee claimants residing in Ontario has
Inevitably created difficulties as one program replaces another.

Persons who claimed refugee status before April 1, 1995, were

covered by OHIP but· have to transfer to FIHP. These persons

must visit their nearest Canada Immigration Centre (no appoint
ment necessary), preferably well in advance of their OHIP cov
erage expiring, and request the "Annexed Letter" which indi
cates their coverage under FIHP.

Please note that if the refugee claimant is visiting the 443
University office in Toronto, they must go between 8:30 and
11:30 a.m. or 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m., on Mondays to
Thursdays, and if they are going to the Etobicoke location, they
are required to go between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on Mondays
to Fridays. For other locations, applicants are advised to check

for specific opening hours.
Refugee claimants must have with them the following:

a) all immigration documents, especially their "Determination
of Eligibility Form"

b) one passport-sized photograph of themselves (colour or
black and white)

c) proof of OHIP expiry - N.B. for those who do not have a
temporary omp card indicating an expiry date, they
must FIRST visit an omp ~mcewith their immigration
documents and obtain a letter stating expiry or their
~UIP coverage. This applies even to people who have
never had ~UIP coverage, but do not yet have flOP
coverage.

d) someone to interpret for them if they do not speak English
or French - this is necessary as they must sign a declaration
stating they are not eligible for OHIP or any other medical
insurance, and once they become eligible for OHIP (Le.
after having been determined to be a Convention refugee),

they will not make claims under FIHP. The declaration must
be translated to them if they are to sign it

The "Annexed Letter" will be issued to them on the spot and is
valid for one year. The letter will be used in much the same way

as an omp card so refugees should carry it on their person.

While some persons who claimed refugee status after April
1, 1995 did not automatically obtain coverage under FIHP and
therefore, must go through the process outlined above,
Immigration has now streamlined the process. For persons who
claim refugee status at a port of entry (border crossing or air
port), their "Annexed Letter" indicating coverage under FIHP
is now attached to their "Determination of Eligibility Form".
For those who do not claim at a port of entry, but claim "in
land", their ."Acknowledgment of Intent to Claim Refugee
Status Form" contains, in the comments section, notice that the
person named in that document is covered under FIHP.

In the everchanging landscape of refugee programs and
policies, the information in this article may soon be outdated as
more modifications occur, but in the meantime it is hoped that

some of this will be of use in assisting refugees to access the
services they require and are entitled to.

Maureen Smith Gordon is a staff member at Refugee Law
Office in Toronto.
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A RESOUNDING SILENCE:
THE FUTURE OF GOVERNMENT-ASSISTED

SPONSORSH IPS ABROAD
BY BAR BA RA T REV I RAN U S

•

..

W hat has happened to Canadian government sponsor
ship of refugees from abroad? Why, during a period
of massive increases in the number of refugees glob

ally, has the government had such difficulty meeting its own
(ever-shrinking) targets over the past five years? Why, when the
current government consistently states that it supports resettle
ment from abroad as the "most effective way to admit refugees
to Canada who require resettlement", is there such uncertainty
about the future of the government-assisted refugee sponsorship
programme?

Resettlement is a major instrument of protection, but
because of the burgeoning refugee population and the limited
number of places offered world-wide, international pragmatism
has de-emphasized resettlement as a durable solution over the
past decade. Canada is one of only three countries in the world
that operates a major refugee resettlement programme through
overseas selection. Resettling 10 Canada refugees who are
receiving only temporary protection in a neighbouring country,
and who cannot repatriate, constitutes a vital part of our contri
bution to sharing responsibility for the international refugee bur
den. But how effective has this contribution been in recent years,
and what is the long-term government commitment?

The questions concerning the low levels, effectiveness, and
overall commitment to government-assisted sponsorship are not
new. In the past year, however, Citizenship and Immigration has
at least acknowledged some of the concerns by commissioning a
series of studies on "fIXing" the processing problems, and by
going part of the way towards separating refugee from immigra
tion programmes.

The planned new Resettlement from Abroad Class (RAC)
will also address some of the restrictions in the eligibility crite
ria. In concert with these positive signs, however, came the
announcement of the Right to Landing Fee, the overall warnings

8

about the limit on total funds dedicated to refugee protection,
cuts and changes to settlement services, and the de'sire to devel
op "innovative new approaches to resettlement" that seem to

lead to privatization of the programme.
The refugee portion of Canada's immigration plan includes

those who were landed after having their refugee claim accepted•.
in Canada, as well as government-assisted and privately spon
sored refugees selected for resettlement from overseas. The
Immigration Act of 1978 introduced the policy of reserving a
portion of each year's immigration quota for refugees, and also
created the provision for private sponsorship. The major change
from these early years is that the bulk of the refugee quota is now
taken up with refugees selected in-land, rather than overseas; and
the media and public attention devoted to the plight of those
already within our borders has almost completely overshadowed
Canada's commitment to resettlement from overseas.

IN-LAND VS OVERSEAS PROCESSING
Among the Canadian population the distinction between the in
land and the overseas processing of refugee claims is poorly
understood. While making a claim in Canada is a right, being
permitted 10 apply for resettlement at a visa post overseas is a
very limited privilege. The two systems are fundamentally dif
ferent, and while concerns with the in-land system are familiar,
the very serious overseas processing problems including logisti
cal barriers to access, restrictive eligibility and admissibility cri
teria, limited human and financial resources, inconsistency of
decision-making, lack ofappeal and very long delays involved in
overseas processing are less well-known to Canadians.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA/ LEVELS
In order to be considered by a visa officer abroad, a refugee must
currently not only be found to be a Convention Refugee, but a



Convention Refugee in need of resettlement. The strict applica
tion of this eligibility requirement essentially means that only a
tiny fraction of the world's recognized refugees are even eligible
to apply for resettlement, as repatriation or local integration are

.eemed the desired solution for most refugees. While not feeling
bound by their selections, the Canadian government certainly
does quote the UNHCR when setting its levels for government
sponsorship. The UNHCR 1995 "Assessment of Global
Resettlement Needs for Refugees" calls for only 31,900 resettle
ment places worldwide, among a population of 23 million
refugees.

Each year, the overall level set by Citizenship and
Immigration for government-assisted sponsorship is divided into
regional allocations, and from there subdivided into visa post
allocations. Many of the visa posts cover a number of countries,
and refugees lucky enough to be referred often wait years for
their interviews. This year the regional allocations are as follows:

AFRICA 650
'MI DDLE EAST 1525
ASIA PACIFIC 325
LATIN AMERICA 200
EUROPE 4200
SUBTOTAL 6900
RESERVE 400
TOTAL 7300

The basis for these allocations is Canada's assessment of the
source of eligible refugees. These allocations offer a marked

•
' contrast to the lists of top source countries for refugee claimants

in Canada, as refugees from some countries, Sri Lanka for exam
ple, are usually not considered in need of resettlement and there-
fore do not meet the eligibility requirements.

In the past, international requests for the mass resettlement
of refugee populations were handled through the establishment
of designated classes, which eased the burden of individual
determination and resulted in speedier processing. The end of the
Indochinese and Self-Exiled designated classes was a major fac
tor in the drop in government sponsorships in the early 90's.

RESETTLEMENT FROM ABROAD CLASS
Over the past several years, the strict application of the eligibili
ty criteria has led to the rejection of a high number of refugee
applicants overseas. This even includes rejections of those
referred to Canada for resettlement by the UNHCR, as the
UNHCR uses broadened refugee definitions. No mechanism is
in place 10 assist those who merit humanitarian consideration but
might not meet the strict application of the Convention
Definition.

In response to these concerns, and aiming to provide a com
prehensive mechanism covering all overseas resettlement, a new
Resettlement from Abroad Class (RAC) is being designed.
While the creation of this class has been encouraged by r~fugee

.dvocates for years, the most recent draft of the RAC differenti
- ates between private, and government-sponsored refugees, and

has limited flexibility on the basis of source country.
As currently envisioned, the RAC would consist of three

categories:
... Convention Refugee Category (current programme),
... Source Country Category (replaces Political Prisoners and

Oppressed Persons Designated Class)
... Country ofFirst Asylum Category

Schedules of eligible source countries are 10 be compiled for
the Source Country and Country of First Asylum c'ategories, and
those "seriously and personally affected by civil war, armed con
flict, or massive violation of human rights" from those source
countries will be eligible if there is no possibility of a durable
solution within a reasonable period of time. Significantly, the
Country of First Asylum Category is to be applicable only to
those applicants who have secured a private sponsorship.

The concern expressed in extending the Country of First
Asylum Category to government-sponsored refugees is one of
fear of being "overwhelmed with applicants", despite the fact
that many limits on applications currently exist, and a new limit
- a country source list - is being proposed. Excluding govern
ment-sponsored refugees from one of the RAC categories will
significantly limit the flexibility of the new class, and calls into
question the commitment to making government-assisted spon
sorship work.

ADMISSIBILITY CRITERIA
Despite the fact that Canada resettles refugees from overseas as
a humanitarian programme to provide protection, refugees must
fIrst be judged to have "settlement potential" and not present a
medical burden. The application of these immigration criteria to
refugee resettlement has long been an issue, particularly as they
are applied to refugee women, but the admissibility criteria could
be even less fair because of the implementation of the Right to
Landing Fee. Canada's humanitarian image is severely tarnished
by being the fIrst country to charge a landing-fee. Eligible
refugees are already being rejected as they are deemed not to

possess the skills required to be able 10 pay back the transporta
tion loan. How much greater is the burden when the $975 per
adult Right of Landing Fee is factored in? What about the much
lauded Women at Risk programme, which has been in review for
years, and is constantly floundering on the issue of transportation
loans?

THE FUTURE?
Will we soon be discussing the privatization of Canada's pro
gramme to resettle refugees from abroad? While a great deal of
attention has been focused on reviving private sponsorship, and
while efforts have been made to improve overseas processing
procedures, there has been little said about the future of govern
ment sponsorship. Even the proposed new designated class
excludes government sponsorship from a major component. In a
year of many changes 10 our immigration programme, there has
been little ~ord about what was once Canada's major mechanism
to provide refugee protection.

Barbara Treviranus is Executive Director of the Centre for
Refugee Studies, York University, Toronto.
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DROC AGAINST THE CLOCK
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X. iao Fang (not her
real name) came
to Canada from

Mainland China in June,
1991 with her commonIaw
husband. They made a
refugee claim when they
arrived at the airport.
Shortly after she arrived,
Xiao Fang's commonlaw
husband left her. Being
five months pregnant at
the time, Xiao Fang was
left on her own to fight her
refugee case and had to

find a job to sustain her
self. She finally found one
at a restaurant - although
her employment authoriza-

tion clearly prohibited her B Y A V
from working in the food
services industry; however, her job did not last long. She had to
quit three months after she started when her frrst child was born.
In February, 1992, Xiao Fang's refugee claim was rejected and
her leave to appeal was denied by the Federal Court.

Thananayagam (not his real name) is a Tamil refugee from
Sri Lanka. He filed his refugee claim in September 1991. His
hearing did not take place until almost three years later in June,
1994. His lawyer, who has since disappeared, had adjourned the
hearing several times, because he had not properly prepared for
the case. After such a prolonged delay, the Immigration and
Refugee Board finally rejected Thananayagam's claim in
October, 1994.

Both Xiao Fang and Thananayagam now find themselves
disqualified from applying to remain in Canada under the new
"Deferred Removal Order Class", or DROC, a programme intro
duced by Minister of Immigration, Sergio Marchi, last

10

November. The DROC
programme was supposed
ly set up with a view to
allowing thousands of
failed refug~ claimants
who have been left in
limbo in Canada for the
past few years an opportu
nity to pennanently resettle

in this country. Many of •
these claimants have been .
stranded here through no
fault of their own. Their
removal from Canada had
been deferred indefinitely
partly because of the unsta-
ble condition in their own
country, and partly because
of the incoherent policy of

V Y G 0 the Canadian government
towards refugee claimants.

Mean-while, many of these refugees have established their home
in Canada as the government slowly sorts out its plan towards
refugees.

According to immigration officials, the purpose of DROC is
to redress the unfair and absurd conditions that have been
imposed on refugees as a result of government policies. In reali
ty, however, DROC has simply become yet another absurdity.
Why? To start with, many problems with DROC arise from its
restrictive eligibility requirements.

So, what are some of the criteria that refugees must meet in
order to q~lify for DROC? First of all, each applicant must pay
a $500.00 application fee. Just like the "humanitarian and com
passionate" application, and other landing applications, a DROC •
application does not come cheap. Assuming that the refugee does
have some money to spare, he or she must still meet a number of
eligibility criteria. The claimant must have lived in Canada for at

~



REFUGEE CLAIMS MADE AT BORDERPOINTS AND
INLAND OFFICES

Avvy Go is the Clinic Director, Metro Toronto Chinese &
Southeast Asian Legal Clinic.
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in the overall government policy that keeps many refugees in an
impossible situation. On the one hand, the government gives them
a chance to stay so long as they have six months "legal" employ
ment experience. On the other hand, the government also refuses
to grant refugees an opportunity to work "legally" by taking away
or refusing to extend their employment authorization. Further,
with the introduction of the $975.00 Right ofLanding Fee, OROC
applicants now have to bear the additional burden of paying the
head tax. Without adequate fmancial resources, refugees cannot
even have their application processed under the program. It will
not be long before the programme will become redundant because
no one will qualify.

The contradiction in the government's approach towards
refugees is so flagrant that it is hard not to conclude that the
DROC programme is nothing more than an exercise in public
relations. It serves to silence refugee advocates by creating a
facade that actions have been taken to assist refugees who have
been left in limbo. The programme, which is allegedly based on a
combination of compassionate and economic criteria, seems to

satisfy those unsuspecting critics who believe that a good faith
attempt is being made by the government to resettle failed
refugees.

At the same time, the restrictive implementation of OROC
also works well in satisfying those who want our doors to be
closed to "undeserving" refugees forever. Since only those
refugees who have worked and have no criminal record are
allowed to stay, public concern that our country will be flooded
with bogus refugees will be reduced. Tying Canada's economic
interes~ to our international obligation towards refugees, the
OROC programme feeds well into public anti-refugee sentiment
and the Reform agenda to restrict refugees.

As there are no alternatives to OROC on the table, advocates
can only hope to lobby for an improvement of the system as it
now stands. Short of amending the DROC regulations to address
these issues, the very least that the government can do is to pro
vide policy directives to allow failed refugee claimants to obtain
or extend their employment authorizations. As well, policies
should include exemption from the six month job requirement for
single parents and others who have demonstrated disadvantages
in accessing employment.

least three years since the day her claim was rejected by the
Immigration and Refugee Board, or since the day her removal
order was issued, whichever was the later date. As well, the
claimant must have worked for at least six months after making.erclaim under a valid employment authorization. The claimant
must also not have any prior criminal record (subject to a few
exceptions).

Critics point out that what OROC amounts to is an official
justification for the speedy removal of failed refugee claimants.
Given that there is a three year residency requirement, many
refugee claimants who are subject to an effective removal order
and have not lived here long enough to qualify for OROC can be

deported by the Canadian government any time before their
chances to apply under OROC arrive. It is no coincidence that on
the very day the Minister announced the launching of the OROC
program, he also made known that the moratorium on deporta
tions to a number of countries including Somalia, China, and
Haiti were to be lifted. Indeed, as can be seen in the recent depor
tations of Russian and Chinese refugees, the government is not
wasting any time in effecting these deportation orders.

Fundamentally, the restrictive eligibility criteria under
OROC do not take into account the various disempowering cir
cumstances facing many refugees. Nor do the criteria truly cap
ture the ability of refugees to adapt and thrive in their new coun
try, if "adaptability" is indeed a valid factor in assessing 'a suc-
cessful OROC applicant. '

Because of their uncertain status, refugees are often the vic-

•

•. tiros of systemic discrimination in accessing employment. ~y
" of them are simply not allowed to work because of the pohcy of

the federal government, both under the Tories and to some extent
the Liberals, not to issue work permits to claimants. Others find
themselves jobless in a recessionary economy. For those who are
lucky enough to get a job, their employment experience may not
be recognized by the OROC program. Many Chinese refugees,
for instance, can only find work in restaurants because of their
lack of English skills. In doing so, they may have violated their
employment authorizations, which often prohibit refugees from
being employed in health and food services fields.

Refugee women who have to stay home to look after their
children are also systemically excluded from qualifying under
OROC. The lack of affordable child care means they are exclud
ed from participating in the workforce. At the same time, women
are also more likely to have their claim rejected because of the
gender bias within our refugee determination system.

Still other refugees are excluded from applying at this point
simply because of the delay in the processing of their claim.
While in some cases the delay may have been caused by the
claimants themselves, in the majority of cases it is the legal coun
sel or the immigration officials who are responsible.
Theoretically, these claimants will be eligible to apply as soon as
they fulfil the three year residency requirement That can only

eA. happen if the government neglec~ to execute the removal order
against the individual in the meanume.

The problem with the OROC programme lies not only with
its eligibility requirement More important, it is the inconsistency



NOT QUITE 'IN HARMONY 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE

EUROPEAN UNION •
B Y C H R s B () L E S S J

T hough the European Union (EU) wants to harmonise its
immigration policy throughout Member States, which
will lead to substantial reductions in the numbers of asy

lum seekers being pennitted entry into EU countries, the har
monisation is not as smooth as some would like. One example of
the discord is the fact that the Justice and Home Affairs Council
of the Union was recently forced to delay the introduction of a
single visa for visitors to EU countries. A uniform visa format
taking the form of a sticker which would be placed in passports
had been proposed, and there were plans for its introduction by
the end of 1995, but the proposal has not been accepted by the
UK who fear the free movement of people between borders.

Refugee advocates in Europe are concerned that regulations
governing the issuance of the visa will become even more
restrictive for citizens of certain countries than they are at the
moment, further reducing the possibility of people going to
Europe to seek asylum. The British government is concerned
that a common visa for the EU will lead to the cessation of
checks at borders, a move they are strongly opposed to, and
which has prevented them from accepting the Schengen Accord.

The Schengen Accord was signed in 1985 by five Member
States, namely the Benelux countries, France, and Germany, and
later, in 1990, the Schengen Convention was signed, coming into
force in 1993. Only from 26 March 1995, though, has it started
to become "applied". The application of the Convention only
concerns the original signatories plus Spain and Portugal, and,
since 28 April 1995, Austria. Soon Italy and Greece will begin to
apply the convention also. However, the present signatory states
are believed to want a delay in the abolition of border checks at
borders with Greece and Italy because of the relative ease of
entry into those countries through large unguarded borders. ED
estimates suggest that in the first few months of 1995 more than
20,000 nationals of the former Yugoslavia entered Italy clandes
tinely, with many moving on to other parts of the EU.

Elsewhere, almost as soon as the Convention began to be
applied between France and Belgium, it was suspended. On 19
April, French authorities refused permission to the Belgian
police to continue their hot pursuit of suspected criminals.
Another Schengen initiative, Dutch efforts to allow airline pas
sengers from Schengen-agreement countries to enter Amsterdam
without passport control, was suspended on 1 May. Arriving pas
sengers were given a magnetic card to allow them to pass
through a turnstile, but it was so low that people simply jumped
over. Neither was there any safeguard against an arriving pas-
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senger lending a card to a non-Schengen arriving passenger.
Limited harmony seems apparent in the fact the EU agreed

as recently as 21 June on a series of minimum guarantees con
cerning asylum procedures in Member States. The guarantees, •
however, are not a "common action" and thus have no legal
binding upon Member States; rather, they take the form of a
Resolution. The Resolution provides for rights of asylum seek-
ers during the period of their examinations, hearings, appeals,
and reviews, but leaves the details of how these rights are upheld
to the legislature of each Member State. The Resolution also
gives supplementary guarantees for women to be assigned qual-
ified female officials and interpreters, and for minors to be
allowed to be represented by a competent agency or a designat-
ed adult. Asylum claims believed to be "manifestly unfounded"
will have none of these rights and claimants can be immediately
returned.

Commenting on the Resolution, UNHCR expressed mixed
feelings, stressing that the minimum guarantees must not
become maximum guarantees. They are particularly concerned
about those claims believed to be manifestly unfounded, as there
is in these cases no provision for appeal or review, nor is there
any possibility of legal representation since the decision can be
made instantly at the port of entry.

Why harmonisation in the EU is so difficult, and the reason
that the Resolution could not be adopted as common action is
ultimately due to the "unanimity rule", which requires unani-
mous approval of all Member States before becoming an action.
of the Union. The unanimity rule has also made the adoption of
a union-wide definition of refugees impossible. France, for
example, wants to limit the definition of who is a refugee to only

~



those who flee state-engendered persecution. The U.K. is also
unwilling to accept the definition of the 1951 Geneva
Convention. Unanimity on the defmition would imply a defacto
hannonisation of refugee case law in each of the Member States,

.WhiCh would be almost impossible to achieve because of the
great difference in legal systems and constitutional obligations.

There is, however, a certain degree of harmonisation, partic
ularly in matters of cooperation involving only a few of the
Member States. Such harmonisation took a new turn in March
when three countries - Germany, France, and the Netherlands 
coordinated efforts to have Zairian asylum seekers deported. It
was the frrst time that efforts to deport failed cases were coordi
nated among EU countries. In Amsterdam, 25 supposed zairians
were put on a chartered flight for Kinshasa, and were joined by
6 more from Germany, accompanied by German border police.
The plane then flew to Paris where a further 13 supposed
Zairians rejected by the French authorities boarded. A number of
the deportees, however, were not from Zaire at all. They includ
ed nationals of Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Senegal, Haiti, and even a

Latin American. zaire refused to take them; four have since been
returned to Germany, one to France, and two to the Netherlands.
These last two now join the 9,000 other failed claimants in the
Netherlands who cannot be deportated, because their supposed
country of origin will not accept them.

Despite the problems and the need for unanimity prior to

common actions, harmonisation in Europe exists and will devel
op, particularly harmonisation of policies on immigration and
asylum. Though not all countries in the European Union are
applying the Schengen Convention, its principles of controlling
entry and keeping extensive records is agreeable to all Members.
Only the details on implementation divide them. Meanwhile, the
guarantee of the right to asylum continues to be stripped away,
the fIrst step being vigorous efforts to prevent arrivals, the last
step being equally vigorous and expedited removals - even if it
is to some country other than the claimants own.

Chris Boles Sf works with fRS-Canada and is studying theology
at Regis College, Toronto.

CANADA AND THE UN
COMMllTEE

ON TH E RIGHTS OF TH E CH I LD• B Y T w C HER T

HOw do we ensure that in all our actions concerning
children their "best interests" are a primary considera
tion? Although imperfect and limited, international

instruments such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child
attempt to regulate and encourage acceptable norms in this
regard. Canada, which ratified the Convention in 1991, came
before the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in Geneva
on May 24 and 26, 1995 for its first evaluation.

The committee had before it a 239 page report which the
Government of Canada had submitted, as well as written sub
missions from non-governmental organisations such as the
Inter-Church Committee for Refugees and the Canadian
Coalition for the Rights of Children. Both of these NGOs had
also made oral submissions to the committee at pre-sessional
meetings in January of this year. With that background, the com
mittee, made up of 10 independent experts from different
regions of the world, (namely, Egypt, Burkina Faso, Philippines,
Sweden, Israel, Russia, Barbados, Zimbabwe, Portugal and
Brazil) prepared a list of issues and concerns which formed the
basis of the May meeting. The discussion was officially between

• the Canadian representative and the committee members, with
NGOs left to make their comments and submissions in the cor-

ridors.
Amongst other things, the committee was concerned about

issues relating to
education, health,

aboriginal matters,
immigration, juve
nile justice, mental
health and poverty..
Specifically, there
was concern ex
pressed about the
lack of implementa
tion and harmonisa
tion of policies relat
ed to children within
the federal structure;
about the lack of for
mal training on chil
dren's rights for pro
fessionals - judges,
lawyers, immigration
officers, peace-keep
ers and teachers; and
about the fact that the
key Convention prin- ~

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14.
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ciple of the best interests of the child does not appear to have
been reflected in legislation, especially relating to immigrants
and refugees.

It was difficult for a real discussion to develop between the
committee members and government representatives. There
were a number of important issues to be dealt with, and never
enough time. Refugee issues, for example, were dealt with pri
marily under "special protection measures" at the end of the
agenda. Furthermore, neither the committee members nor the
government representatives fully knew or understood all the rel
evant facts, or all the intricacies of Canadian law. Potentially
good discussion was therefore pre-empted by fuzzy questions or
fuzzy responses, or by someone suddenly moving on to another
issue.

Despite this, it was very encouraging that three of the
experts found a number of opportunities to focus on refugee
concerns. Indeed, immigration and refugee issues figured
prominently in the discussions, prompting one observer from
the UNHCR to comment that it was the first time the committee
had directed such a consistent array of these questions toward a
country. In particular, the committee focused on the best inter
ests of the child and the child's right to be heard in immigration
hearings, but they also posed questions regarding the separation
of parents and children, the effects of the new landing fee, med
ical coverage, and detention. The committee had been well
briefed by the NGOs on these points, and was reasonably aware
of the various judicial positions. It was clearly not satisfied with
the government's hands-off approach to the particular case of
Canadian-born children of non-citizens about to be expelled
from Canada.

An interesting exchange took place on the issue of immi
gration detention. The Canada Immigration representative was
somewhat hard-pressed to explain whether a child's best inter
ests and special needs were accommodated in detention. While
indicating that it was extremely unusual for children to be in

detention for immigration related reasons, she proffered the
notion that in some cases it could actually be in their best inter
ests. Specifically, detention ensures that they remain within the
asylum-seeking process, such that, in effect, children are pro-
tected from parents who might be tempted to remove them- •
selves illegally from the process. The committee was not con
vinced; members indicated that it was difficult to envisage any
detention as being in the best interests of a child. Indeed, in its
final suggestions and recommendations it reiterated the
Convention principle that detention or imprisonment of children
should only be used as a measure of last resort.

It also recommended that Convention principles be imple
mented in "all matters relating to the protection of refug~sand
immigrant children, including in deportation proceedings".
Further, it suggested that "any feasible measures be taken" to

facilitate and speed up family reunification, and that solutions
should be sought to avoid expulsions causing separation offam
Hies.

The Committee on the Rights of the Child acknowledges
that Canada basically sets a good example in terms of its poli-
cies and programmes towards children. Indeed, on the inter
national spectrum, children in Canada are better off than they
are in almost all other countries in the world. As a result, the
Committee's conclusions and observations are one of the few
ways in which international pressure can be brought to encour-
age better protection of children's rights in Canada. Its con
cluding observations are perhaps the strongest diplomatic lan
guage that can be used. While offering its encouragement and •
expressing its concerns, the committee is very much depen-
dent on other actors within Canada to take these concerns for-
ward.

Tim Wichert has been seconded by the Mennonite Central
Committee to focus on refugee issues at the Quaker United
Nations Office in Geneva.
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NATIONAL REMOVALS REPORT

FROM JANUARY TO FEBRUARY, 1995

MONTH TOTAL FAILED REFUGEE DETAINED ESCORTED SJF DD-NOT

CLAIMANT REFUGEE

DO EO DPO DD BA

Jan. 330 29 40 20 12 31 196 80 3 18
Feb. 400 34 42 35 10 36 164 70 9 15
Total 730 63 82 55 22 67 360 150 12 33
% 100 9 11 8 3 9 49 21 2 5

LEGEND DO-DEPORTATION ORDER EO-EXCLUSION ORDER
DPO-DEPARTURE ORDER DD-DEEMED DEPORTATION
BA-BACKLOG SIF-SINGLE JOURNEY FORM

Source: Citizenship and Immigration Canada as Compiled by JRS-Canada under Access to Information request. •
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Ch~~n~ among the most vulnerable victims of war and
civil strife. As a consequence, many desperate families~

unable to flee themselves, try to save their children's lives
by sending them abroad.

According to the IRB the largest numbers ofsuch "unaccom
panied minor" refugee claimants in Canada come from China, Sri
Lanka, Somalia and Inm.

To date, there are no special procedures for dealing with chil
dren who claim refugee status, other than the requirement that any
claimant under the age of 18 must have a "designated representa
tive" to safeguard his or her interests in the determination process.
This representative is usually a relative or friend of the minor
claimant, who mayor may not have personal knowledge of the
facts of the claim. The minor claimant is also entitled to legal rep
resentation, as are all claimants.

As a lawyer, I have represented a number of unaccompanied
minors ranging in age from 8 to 17 years old. It is always a chal
lenge to prepare and present such cases to the IRB.

The major difficulty for counsel is in eliciting sufficient evi
dence to establish the claim. Children may not even know why

.ey were sent here, let alone be capable of providing any details.
Board members have also had difficulty knowing how to deal

with minor claimants. Although I have personally found Board
members to be sympathetic and open to such cases, in some
instances children have been asked to testify as though they were
adults, and then their testimony has been judged not credible and
their claims rejected..

The Refugee Lawyers' Association (RLA) established a
Committee to consider the issues and to make representations to

the IRB as to ways of dealing with such claims.
The Committee members gathered documentation and met

with experts in the areas of child psychology and law. It also
approached the IRB and suggested a working partnership on this
issue. As a result, in December 1994, Chantal Bernier of the IRB,
Special Advisor to the Chairperson, contacted the Committee to set
up a consultation with these experts on the application of the
refugee determination process to minor claimants.

The meeting was attended by Geraldine Sadoway, of the
Refugee Lawyers Association; Jeffrey Wilson, a lawyer specializ
ing in children and child psychiatrists Dr. Granville Da Costa and
Dr. Marlinda Freire. Both psychiatrists have worked extensively
with refugee children. Ms. Bemier, two other staff, and one Board
member were in attendance from the IRB.

•
Ms. Bernier has now prepared a written presentation for the

IRB, containing a summary of the experts' comments, as well as
some examples of cases of minor claimants before the Board. The
following is a brief summary of its conclusions:

UNACCOMPANIED
MINORS AND IRB

• B Y B R END A
W E M P

1. The ability of minor claimants to testify as to their past expe
riences varies depending on their age group and on the degree
and kind of trauma they have experienced. The reliability of
the testimony of children, and in particular traumatized chil
dren, varies greatly and is subject to many distortions chamc
teristic of a child's mind It is important that children's testi
mony be elicited by skilled interviewers.

2. As much as possible, evidence to determine the claim should
be elicited without making the child testify. Evidence can be
sought from family members or from documentation· about
the situation of children in the country of origin. It can also be
obtained from experts, a psychologist or social worker.

3. Where a child must testify, a more infonnal process is neces
sary. Members hearing minor's claims should receive specif
ic training and have a "basic but solid understanding of the
main developmental issues in children and adolescents".

The Board is considering modifying its procedures and issuing
guidelines to assist members in dealing with minors, and has cre
ated "Sub-working Groups on Minor Claimants" to work on this
issue. Ms. Bemier's paper will presumably form the basis for such
guidelines.

The Board's recognition that special procedures and
approaches are necessary when dealing with unaccompanied
minors is a positive development, and Ms. Bemier's interest in
meeting with experts selected by the Refugee Lawyers'
Association is encouraging. I do not believe, however, that the
development of procedures and guidelines should be based exclu
sively on that brief consultation, with its emphasis on evaluating
the oral testimony of children. Clearly, guidelines and procedures
should ensure that children are not further traumatized by the
refugee hearing process.

In my view, greater emphasis should be placed on developing
alternate approaches and methods of evaluating the claims of
unaccompanied minors. The UNHCR Handbook on Procedures
and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status (at paragraphs 213 to

219) provides some guidance, and emphasizes the importance of
"objective factors" such as the circumstances of others from the
minor's country of origin. The Handbook also indicates that the
cases of minor claimants "may call for a liberal application of the
benefit of the doubt".

Ms. Bemier has provided a copy of her paper to the Canadian
Council for Refugees and CCR is now developing a position paper
on children refugee claimants.

The RLA Committee on Minor Refugee Claimants is also
continuing to work on the issue, and we would be pleased to meet
with the local IRB "Sub Working Group on Minor Claimants". We
have not, however, been invited to do so to date.

We certainly hope that the IRB will be open to further input
and participation from lawyers and others in the community on this
important issue, rather than presenting guidelines and procedures
as a "fait accompli".

Brenda Wemp is a barrister and solicitor working with the Refugee
Law Office in Toronto.
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Thefollowing letter from a Jesuit in Sri Lanka raises an
important and disturbing issuefor refugees, that ofCachet
SlIlmps, stamps in passports indicating that a requestfor a visa
to Canada has been rejected. JRS-Canada invites readers who
know ofother instances of the use ofcachet stamps to provide
details.

Dear Editor,

Is the practice of the "cachet stamp" (called such by the Canadian

High Commission in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in its correspondence

with me over this issue) known to the Government of Canada,

and, if so, is it used by all Canadian visa-issuing authorities in all

countries? If it is used only selectively in certain countries, what
is the criterion used for the selection of these countries? How

does the Canadian Government justify the "cachet stamp" as
being in accordance with human rights?

I enclose a copy of my letter on this subject to a daily
English newspa~r in Sri Lanka, (The Island) published on 22
May 95:

CANADIAN CACH ET STAMP VIOLATES
HUMAN RIGHTS

To take up again the matter of the cachet stamp placed on
passports by the Canadian HC in Colombo to record the refusal
of the visa...Very regrettably, I learned from a victim - again a
young man whose future lies ahead of him - that the Canadians
still follow the same practice. But with two differences.

In 1991 the passports were stamped twice with the visa
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